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Things you must consider

• Who are you playing against?

• What are the flaws in their game?

• How can you exploit them?



Things you must consider

• While you can beat small stakes games for 
a small amount by playing strong hands, you 
will never become an excellent poker player 
by doing this.

• You must learn to exploit your opponent’s 
weaknesses if you want to become an 
excellent player.



General Concepts

• Play few hands from early position.

• Play many hands from late position.

• Do not slow play unless your opponent 
can easily catch up to good, but still 
second best, hand.



General Concepts

• If your opponent’s range is mostly strong 
hands, do not bluff.

• If your opponent’s range is mostly weak 
hands, call with your strong hands and 
bluff with your weak hands.



Constantly think about ranges

• Each player type tends to have a fairly “standard” range of 
hands.

• That being said, each player is unique.



Constantly think about ranges

• Some players turn their hands face up with their betting 
patterns.

• Some players turn their hands face up with their bet 
sizing.

• Always pay attention!



Tight Passive Players

• Usually limps or raises preflop with a tight 
range.

• Plays fairly straightforward postflop.

• Rarely bluff.



Tight Passive Players

• Usually fairly obvious what they are doing.

• Tends to overplay their top pair and over 
pair hands.

• Their goal is to play decent hands with the 
hopes of improving after the flop.



Loose Passive Players

• Usually limps or raises preflop with a 
loose range.

• Plays fairly straightforward postflop.



Loose Passive Players

• Rarely bluff.

• Usually fairly obvious what they are doing.



Loose Passive Players

• Their goal is to play decent hands with the 
hopes of improving after the flop.

• Notice the only difference between loose 
passive and tight passive players is the 
range of hands they typically show up 
with.



How to Crush Passive Players

• Raise their limps frequently in position 
unless they are known to limp-reraise.

• Continuation bet frequently after the flop.

• Be willing to bluff when scary turn and 
river cards come.



How to Crush Passive Players

• Do not give them action when they want to 
put money in the pot.

• Since you know they play face up, take 
their actions for face value.

• If they are capable of folding, bluff a lot, if 
not, rarely bluff.



How to Crush Passive Players

• You should be a bit more willing to fold 
strong hands like AK on a K762 board to a 
loose player than a tight player.



How to Crush Passive Players

• A tight player can only have AK, 77, 66, and 
22. 

• A loose player can have 77, 66, 22, AK, K7, 
K6, K2, and 76.



How to Crush Passive Players

• Even though a loose player has more 
combinations of hands that beat you, 
when a any overly passive player shows 
extreme strength, you should usually give 
him respect.



Tight Aggressive Players

• Usually raises or reraises preflop.

• Usually continuation bets with a wide range 
then plays straightforward on later streets.

• Bluffs occasionally.



Tight Aggressive Players

• Usually fairly obvious what they are doing but 
it is tough to do anything about it.

• Their goal is to play a strong range of hands 
in an aggressive manner.



How to Crush Tight Aggressive Players

• Call their raises preflop with the intention of making plays 
after the flop on scary boards.

• Continuation bet frequently after the flop.

• Be willing to bluff when scary turn and river cards come.



How to Crush Tight Aggressive Players

• Do not give them action when they want to 
put significant money in the pot.

• Do not fear their continuation bets.



Loose Aggressive Players

• Usually raises or reraises preflop.

• Usually continuation bets with a wide 
range then mixes it up on later streets.

• Bluffs frequently.



Loose Aggressive Players

• It is difficult to know where they stand in a 
hand due to their wide range.

• Their goal is to play a wide range of hands 
in an aggressive manner.



How to Crush Loose Aggressive Players

• It is ideal to actually have a strong hand in order to make 
your postflop decisions easier.

• Call their raises preflop with the intention of making plays 
after the flop on scary boards if you think they will 
assume you have a strong hand when you stand up to 
their aggression.



How to Crush Loose Aggressive Players

• Continuation bet and barrel frequently after the flop if they 
will view your turn bets as strong.

• Be willing to bluff when scary turn and river cards come.



How to Crush Loose Aggressive Players

• Play in a manner that allows them to bluff.

• Since you know their range will be wide, 
tend to not fold hands like top pair.



How to Crush Loose Aggressive Players

• Do not ram and jam your premium hands 
because they will fold.

• Do not fear their bets.



How to Crush Loose Aggressive Players

• When you have the nuts, try to look as 
weak as possible and induce bluffs.

• When you have a bluff, try to look strong 
and push them off most of their range.



Calling Stations

• Can be either loose or tight.

• Tends to not fold any hand they put money in with before 
the flop.



Calling Stations

• The worst calling stations play in a passive manner.

• The best calling stations call until you show weakness, 
then they attack.



How to Crush Calling Stations

• Realize their calling range will be wider 
than most players.

• Value bet them thinly.

• Bluffing them is usually a bad idea.



How to Crush Calling Stations

• If you know they are passive, fold when 
they bet.

• If you know they are aggressive, try to be 
in situations where you are not check 
folding in large pots.



Maniacs

• Raise and reraise frequently.

• Their ranges are much wider than typical opponents.

• They tend to attack any and all weakness.



Maniacs

• The worst maniacs try to run insane bluffs in impossible 
situations.

• The best maniacs are capable of slowing down and 
adjusting to their opponents.



How to Crush Maniacs

• Since their range is so wide and they are 
so aggressive, look to trap them.

• Make a hand like top pair then call down.

• Sometimes you will make top pair and still 
lose.



How to Crush Maniacs

• Against bad maniacs, simply wait for 
decently strong hands.

• Against smart maniacs, consider bluffing 
in good situations that make sense.



Multi-way Pots

• Tend to play fairly straightforward.

• Look so steal when it is clear no one else 
is interested.



Multi-way Pots

• Tend to continuation bet on dry boards.

• Tend to play straightforward on 
coordinated boards.

• Do not slow play.



Your Image

• Realize your opponents will view you in a 
particular way.

• If you have been active, they will think you 
are loose.



Your Image

• If you have been tight, they will think you 
are tight.

• If your opponents think you never bluff, 
you should bluff frequently.



Tells

• Some players have obvious tells that give away their 
hand’s strength.

• You must keep your eyes open.

• It is easy to get tunnel vision, only focusing on your cards 
and the board.



Tells

• Study your opponents constantly, especially when you are 
not involved in a hand.

• You must get a baseline behavior then observe.



Example Tells

• Remember, all players are unique!

• Breathing – Heavy breathing is usually strong.

• Blinking – Blinking a lot is usually weak.



Example Tells

• Orientation at the table – Players with strong hands 
usually appear zoned into the hand.

• Staring – Staring down another player is usually weak.



Tips

• Keep a bankroll of at least 3,000 big blinds 
if you can’t reload.

• Move up to $2/$5 ASAP to avoid paying 
substantial rake.



Tips

• Keep diligent records of your play.

• Only play with a clear mind.



Tips

• Constantly think about ranges.

• Pay attention at the table!

• Good luck!



My Books

• Check it out Volume 1-3!

http://www.dandbpoker.com/affiliates/aff_tools/jonathanlittle/tool/text_links/16

